Spy Pen Video Recorder
The Spy Pen Video Recorder is the ideal easy to
carry discreet item for those who want to make HD
video recordings (with audio) on-the-go. Camera and
SD recording system all built into a smart looking pen
ensuring the secret video recording of meetings and
other events is made easy.

Product Code:

£129.00 (exc. VAT)

£154.80 (inc. VAT)

This smart-looking black and chrome pen has been engineered to
incorporate a high definition camera, microphone and micro SD card
recording system hidden within, yet still retain normal writing capability
of an everyday biro pen

High Definition Colour Video Footage
The Spy Pen Video Recorder captures footage in full 1080p high
definition together with audio. With video of this quality there should be
no issues in identifying people from the imagery captured and if required
for evidential purposes you will be happy to hear that time and date
watermark is recorded within the frame of the video footage. Video
records in M-JPEG format which is excellent for producing high quality
moving imagery and also a common format for computer video
playback. All recordings are stored on the inserted micro SD card. An
8GB micro SD card is supplied as standard with each pen.

Totally Discreet
Camera

-

Cunningly

Disguised

The majority of spy camera pens have a small hole just above the pen
clip that is difficult to see unless examined closely. The Spy Pen Video
Recorder has been cleverly thought out and the camera is part of a
central dark strip on the pen clip which makes it even more discreet
than others. The SD Card recording system is completely hidden away
and can only be accessed by unscrewing the pen at the centre. Once
split apart the SD card slot is exposed, so it is very simple to swap the
SD card at short notice. And the pen can easily be used for writing by
simply twisting the chrome nib which will propel the point into view.

Features
Smart looking black and chrome
pen with discreet incorporated spy
camera system
Camera is cleverly concealed in a
dark strip that forms part of the pen
clip
Records colour video in full HD
(1920 x 1080P) at 30 frames per
second (real time)
Uses MJPEG video coding for
higher quality – AVI playback
format
Still Frame photo capture –
Resolution: 4032 x 3024
Time and date watermarking on
video and still for evidential
purposes
Footage is stored on internal micro
SD card (8GB supplied with
options to upgrade)
SD Card recording system is
concealed within pen pen out of
view
Pen still retains writing capability to
complete the disguise
Powered by an internal lithium
battery providing up to 60 minutes
of recording after a full charge...

Still Imagery Capture Available - Internal
Battery
In addition to video recording the pen can also take high grade still
images. All functions are c

Please note that more information available online.
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